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bstract. A board-level broadband frequency domain
hoton migration �mini-FDPM� instrument has been con-
tructed to replace a conventional network-analyzer-
ased FDPM instrument. The mini-FDPM instrument with
our wavelengths �681, 783, 823, and 850 nm�, matches
onventional FDPM instrument in performance �−88 dBm
oise level, 100 dB dynamic range� and bandwidth
1 GHz�, and recovers the same optical properties within
bout 6% in absorption and 4% in reduced scattering for
iquid phantoms covering a wide range of relevant optical
roperties. Compared to the conventional FDPM instru-
ent, the mini-FDPM instrument is more than 5� faster

�200 ms per 401 modulation frequencies� and several
rders of magnitude less in size and cost. Standard fiber-
ptic-based probes can be used with the mini-FDPM in-
trument, which increases applications in a number of
linically relevant measurement scenarios. By drastically
educing size and cost, FDPM miniaturization lowers bar-
iers to access and will help promote FDPM in clinical
esearch problems. The mini-FDPM instrument forms the
ore of a modular broadband diffuse optical spectroscopy
nstrument that can be used for a variety of clinical prob-
ems in imaging and functional monitoring �i.e., breast/
kin cancer, brain activation, and exercise physiology�.
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Frequency domain photon migration �FDPM� is an estab-
ished technique for measuring tissue optical properties �i.e.,
bsorption, �a, and reduced scattering, �s��.

1 The FDPM tech-
ique uses light sources modulated at tens to hundreds
f MHz to measure both the amplitude and the phase shift
f multiply scattered light. Diffusion-based models are used
o calculate absolute absorption and scattering tissue optical
roperties from these phase and amplitude measurements.
ithin the near-infrared �NIR� spectral range

Tel: 949-824-8838; E-mail: acerussi@uci.edu.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050509-
�650 to 1000 nm� where FDPM is routinely employed, the
tissue concentrations of oxygenated �ctO2Hb� and deoxygen-
ated hemoglobins �ctHHb�, water �ctH2O�, and bulk lipid
may be calculated from tissue absorption spectra. FDPM tech-
niques can separate the effects of absorption from scattering
using a single spatial location, which is important because
NIR light is strongly multiply scattered by tissues.

Technical challenges and practical limitations have pre-
vented the widespread use of FDPM. In contrast to the com-
plexity of FDPM, steady-state tissue spectroscopy methods
are common because off-the-shelf systems are easily as-
sembled from commercial vendors. Substantially fewer com-
mercial FDPM devices are available, although at high cost.
FDPM techniques are further complicated by introducing
broadband FDPM methods, where the light sources are modu-
lated over a range of frequencies. Increasing modulation
bandwidth improves recovered optical property accuracy in
both spectroscopy and imaging.2,3

A broadband FDPM instrument used in combination with a
steady-state spectroscopy instrument to cover the entire NIR
spectral range has been involved in several pilot clinical
studies.4 This instrument, the laser breast scanner �LBS�, rep-
resents a fairly standardized instrument platform. The core of
the FDPM instrument consists of a conventional network ana-
lyzer to generate and detect modulated radio frequency �RF�
currents. For each laser diode �currently six�, the network ana-
lyzer generates RF frequencies in series from
50 MHz to 1 GHz at 15-dBm electrical power. Laser diodes
are DC-biased using a separate current source. An avalanche
photo diode �APD� detects the diffuse reflectance from the
tissue, sends the RF electronic signal back to the network
analyzer, and compares this signal to a reference. The network
analyzer measures the reflectance attenuation and phase shift
between transmitter and receiver as functions of modulation
frequency.

However, this network-analyzer-based FDPM instrument
suffers from a number of technical limitations. First, the in-
strument is constructed using general-purpose commercial
electronics and is therefore both expensive ��$60k total� and
large in size. Second, the current FDPM instrument has run up
against temporal performance limits. Sweeping 401 modula-
tion frequencies takes approximately 1 s, but most of this
time is wasted due to communication delays. Third, the high
cost and large size of the instrument impedes expansion into
multichannel imaging devices and increases barriers to access.

Our goal is to construct a miniature version of this LBS
instrument without sacrificing any broadband information
content, either spectral or temporal. The key element of this
goal is a board-level FDPM instrument �mini-FDPM�, as
shown in Fig. 1.5 To reduce cost and size, we replaced the
expensive, bulky network analyzer with a compact, custom-
designed frequency-sweeping circuit. By replacing commer-
cial off-the-shelf technologies �i.e., current sources, RF
switches, etc.� with chip-based broadband communication
electronics and processors, we miniaturized the FDPM instru-
ment from a cart-based rack down to a portable unit that costs
about $500 in parts. Our broadband circuit design modulates
from 10 MHz to 1 GHz. A built-in 100 base/T Ethernet inter-
face supports fast data transfer rates and connection with a

1083-3668/2008/13�5�/050509/3/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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ost computer or other mini-FDPM instruments to form a
etwork. The measurement for 401 modulation frequencies
as reduced from 1 s/wavelength down to 0.2 s/wavelength;

educing the number of frequencies results in a linear
ecrease in measurement time.

The mini-FDPM instrument consists of a signal generator,
laser light source and driver, and an optical detector. Each

omponent is connected with electronic filters and amplifiers
o isolate signals and increase signal-to-noise ratio. The
ource frequency band �10 MHz to 1 GHz� is too broad to be
enerated directly from oscillators, so instead a fixed 3-GHz
requency is mixed with a variable frequency in the
to 2.94 GHz band. A phase-rocked loop �PLL� generates

recise and stable frequencies by combining the flexibility of
voltage-controlled oscillator �VCO� with the stability of a

0-MHz temperature-compensated crystal oscillator �TCXO�.
The wavelengths of the four lasers were 681, 783, 823, and

50 nm, which matches the laser diodes in the network-
nalyzer-based FDPM instrument. We implemented two dif-
erent types of automatic power control �APC� circuits, one
or the common laser diode cathode and photodiode anode on
ase �CCA�–type laser, and the other for the common laser
iode anode and photodiode cathode on case �CAC� type. The
PC circuit uses precise power monitoring feedback from the
hotodiode within the laser diode package. It compares the
oltage induced by the monitoring current from the photodi-
de with the voltage induced by a digital potentiometer. By
ontrolling the digital potentiometer value, we can carefully
ontrol laser optical power. With APC, we can modulate the
aser without saturation �i.e., clipping the laser output�. The
verage laser power was 20 mW.

RF photocurrents from the APD are detected using a cus-
om heterodyne circuit. The demodulated RF signal from the
PD mixes with a 1.955-GHz to 2.905-GHz oscillator and
enerates 2.955 GHz as an intermediate frequency �IF�. The
F signal is then filtered and downconverted to 45 MHz to
liminate cross-talk with the source band. This heterodyne
tructure reduces spurious signals with a single filter despite
he broad frequency range of the photocurrents. A logarithmic
mplifier and phase detector then measures the power and
hase shift of the 45-MHz signal. A 16-bit multiport control
nit with an integrated fast Ethernet �10 /100 base/T� inter-
ace controls the system hardware and gathers the data from
he amplitude and phase detector chips with a built-in analog-
o-digital converter �ADC�.

ig. 1 Labeled photograph of the top of the circuit board. The laser
iodes �right� and are connected to an optical fiber from a handheld
robe.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050509-
The performance levels of the mini- and network-analyzer
FDPM instruments are similar. The noise levels of network-
analyzer FDPM and mini-FDPM instruments are −95 dBm
and −88 dBm, respectively. However, the overall system
noise level is currently detector limited by the APD
�−78 dBm�. The dynamic range of the instruments are
120 dB �network analyzer� and 100 dB �mini-FDPM�. Simi-
larly, the dynamic range is again detector limited �85 dB�.
Both designs use the same handheld probe; this handheld
probe included source optical fibers for the lasers and an
APD. The stability of both instruments was measured using
the same APD by fixing the handheld probe onto a standard
tissue phantom and measuring continuously for 1 h. The
phase drift was 0.02 deg and 0.13 deg for the standard and
mini-FDPM instruments, respectively. The mini-FDPM phase
drift compares favorably with the first-generation FDPM
phase drift �0.3 deg over 30 min�. The amplitude drift was
2% and 6% for the standard and mini-FDPM instruments,
respectively. This is to be compared with a 3% drift over
30 min for the first-generation FDPM instrument. The drift
errors translated into optical properties of 1.3% and 3% for
the standard and mini-FDPM instruments, respectively. The
lower drift of the standard instrument is likely due to the
individual temperature control circuits for each laser diode.
Implementing a similar strategy for the mini-FDPM instru-
ment should significantly reduce the drift.

We designed phantom experiments to characterize the per-
formance in the recovery of optical properties of the mini-
FDPM instrument relative to the standard FDPM instrument.
We fabricated 10 homogeneous liquid phantoms. Liquid
phantoms �1000 mL volume each� were made with varying
concentrations of Lyposin �Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, Il-
linois� as the scattering agent and a water-soluble dye, Ni-
grosin �Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri�, as the absorbing agent.
The phantoms were designed to emulate the optical properties
of tissues typically encountered by the LBS: normal breast
�50 ml Lyposin, 3 ml Nigrosin�, normal brain �60 ml Ly-
posin, 12 ml Nigrosin�, muscle and breast tumors �30 ml Ly-
posin, 14 ml Nigrosin�, and bone �70 ml Lyposin, 4 ml
Nigrosin�.

We used the same handheld optical probe, for both sys-
tems. In this way, the performance of the FDPM hardware
could be evaluated independently of the choice of detectors,
source fibers, and probe coupling. All FDPM measurements
were taken with a single source-detector distance in a reflec-
tance semi-infinite geometry. The optical fibers were posi-
tioned on the liquid phantom surface. Instrumental phase and
amplitude artifacts were calibrated using a separate liquid
phantom, which was also constructed from Intralipid and Ni-
grosin, with known optical properties.

Figure 2 shows the recovered �a and �s� values for both
FDPM instruments. We used a Bland and Altman plot to com-
pare the phantom optical properties measured by both
instruments.6 The Bland and Altman plot compares the mean
of the two measurements versus the difference of the two
measurements and is generally preferred to correlation plots.
The results revealed that the mini-FDPM instrument is a good
substitute for the standard FDPM instrument. For all wave-
lengths, the average deviation between �a values was
0.0006 mm−1, and 0.03 mm−1 for �s�. The average percent
differences of recovered � and �� from all phantoms
a s
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etween instruments were 5.9�6.3% and 3.2�3.4% at
81 nm, 5.7�3.3% and 3.4�1.7% at 783 nm, 4.7�5.4%
nd 3.7�2.9% at 823 nm, 7.4�5.9% and 5.2�4.1% at
50 nm, respectively. In absolute terms, the average differ-
nce in �a was 0.0005 mm−1 for �a�0.01 mm−1,
.0007 mm−1 for 0.01��a�0.015 mm−1, and
.0006 mm−1 for �a�0.015 mm−1. Equivalently, the aver-
ge difference in �s� was 0.03 mm−1 for all ranges of �s�.
hese average difference values demonstrate that the mini-
DPM instrument replicates the standard FDPM measure-
ents across a physiologically relevant �a and �s� values.
The mini-FDPM instrument presented here offers unique

pportunities. It currently offers broadband modulation fre-
uency capabilities that are not commercially available. The
easurement speed, which is less than 200 ms per wave-

ength, can be linearly reduced by decreasing the number of
odulation frequencies �currently 401�. The mini-FDPM in-

trument may also be combined with a spectrometer system in
rder to perform spectrally broadband measurements.”4 In this
ay, the mini-FDPM instrument forms the core of broadband
iffuse optical spectroscopy and imaging �DOSI� instruments.

The mini-FDPM instrument prototype represents a modu-
ar and versatile solution to making broadband FDPM instru-

ents readily available to the research community. The ver-
atility and modularity is first demonstrated by the simple
nterfacing of the mini-FDPM instrument with any of our

ig. 2 Recovered optical properties of 10 liquid phantoms using both
tandard and mini-FDPM instruments. The comparisons are plotted
sing Bland and Altman plots for the recovered �a �panel a� and �s�
panel b�. In general, the mini-FDPM instrument reliably recovered
he same �a and �s� values as the standard FDPM instrument over a
ide range of physiologically relevant optical properties.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050509-
handheld probes developed for the standard FDPM instru-
ment. We demonstrated within this letter that the mini-FDPM
instrument interfaces with the same handheld probe we devel-
oped for our clinical breast measurements. Because the mini-
FDPM instrument uses standard optical fibers, virtually any
multimode fiber-optic probe can interface with the mini-
FDPM instrument.

The mini-FDPM instrument, offers an expandable solution
to increase the number of detection channels and collect spa-
tial information in parallel. The network analyzer is a plat-
form illsuited for practical multichannel clinical diffuse opti-
cal imaging. While the parallel collection concept is not
novel, parallel detection while retaining broadband informa-
tion content has not been achieved. By combining the mini-
FDPM instrument with a broadband spectrometer system, we
envision a spectrally and temporally broadband diffuse optical
spectroscopic imaging device that may be configured into
many imaging geometries �i.e., handheld probe and tomogra-
phic ring�.

In all essential characteristics �signal-to-noise, drift, dy-
namic range, and noise floor�, the mini-FDPM instrument
effectively replaces our conventional network-analyzer-based
FDPM instrument. In addition, the recovery of optical prop-
erties is similar between instruments within about
0.0006 mm−1 for �a �over the range
0.005 mm−1 to 0.022 mm−1� and 0.03 mm−1 for �s� �over the
range 0.46 mm−1 to 1.5 mm−1�. Optical property recovery
was accomplished 5� faster, 120� cheaper, and with equip-
ment over 100� smaller than with our conventional instru-
ment.
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